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A Message from
NEFA’s President
2020 Vision
Each passing year brings me closer to needing
glasses. I am not sure that I can avoid it again
next year, however, so 2020 may be the year
of “clearer vision” for me personally. While I
feel as though things are pretty clear today, I
anticipate that my vision in 2020 will be even
more focused. This is not unlike how we operate our businesses. The more we can focus on
and work toward our goals, the better off we
can become and the larger we can grow, while
helping many customers and colleagues along
the way.
NEFA Executive Director Michael Toglia,
along with our NEFA staff and our NEFA
board of directors, are clearly focused on several new initiatives for 2020. These initiatives
and changes will continue to add value to our
tremendous organization. One of our goals
will be working to update and expand the
capabilities of our website. We believe we can
further enhance the ability to connect with
peers, stay current on NEFA and industry
happenings, and more through this project.
This is a very exciting undertaking and one
that we may be reaching out for input and
help — so stay tuned.
Another initiative we will be focusing on is
the opportunity to attract young talent to our
industry and to our organization through the
conferences and events that are within NEFA.
We know that this is crucial on a long-term
basis to continue to grow and improve all our
businesses, but we need to think and act now
to begin this process. By offering additional
educational opportunities for our industry

newcomers, we can
further enhance our
focus on “growing
our own.”
How clear is your
vision for the rest
of 2019 and 2020?
What are you
focusing on to help
grow and improve your business? I hope that
if you were able to attend the highly successful Funding Symposium in Atlanta, some of
those things became a little clearer. I personally went into the conference excited to learn
more from our colleagues, and I left feeling
recharged and more focused on what needs to
happen as we close out 2019 and begin 2020
with a clear vision!
In closing, I want to express how honored and
excited I am to serve as President of NEFA,
and I want to thank our past presidents and
former and current board members for their
strong leadership. The volunteerism and service to NEFA by its members is unmatched
and only continues to get stronger.
All the best to you!

Daryn Lecy, CLFP
NEFA President

SCOTT WHEELER, CLFP
WHEELER BUSINESS
CONSULTING
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A Message from NEFA’s
Executive Director
The National Equipment Finance
Association just completed another
strong year and as far as I can see, this
train is not slowing down! Membership
is strong and attendance at NEFA’s
Funding Symposium held in Atlanta,
GA on October 2-4 was another
record-breaking conference with over
330 attendees! The conference was
highly energetic and provided NEFA’s
trademark networking opportunities
and strong educational sessions.
The Funding Symposium also serves as the Annual Business
meeting where NEFA’s Officers and Directors for the next
twelve months were elected. I am pleased to announce the
2019-2020 NEFA Board of Directors and I look forward to
working with Daryn Lecy, our new President, and the entire
Board on NEFA’s many new initiatives for the coming year.
NEFA’s new President & Chairman of the Board is Daryn
Lecy, CLFP, of Oakmont Capital Services, LLC, and he is
joined on the Executive Committee by Laura Carini, CLFP,
of Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc. as Vice President; James Jackson, of The Alta Group as Treasurer; and Guy Selinka, CLFP,
of Streamline Financial Services as Secretary. Marc Keepman,
CLFP, of KLC Financial, Inc. will remain on the Executive
Committee as Immediate Past President.
Directors of the association include: Jacklynn Manning,
CLFP, of AMUR Equipment Finance; Adam Peterson, of
Channel Partners Capital; Robert Hornby, of Chiesa Shahinian & Giantomasi PC; Anne Dalgaard, CLFP, of ECS Financial Services, Inc.; Scott Lipka, of FirstLease, Inc.; Lori Littleford, CLFP, of NFS Leasing, Inc.; Beth McLean, CLFP, of
Northland Financial Services, LLC; and Scott Wheeler, CLFP,
of Wheeler Business Consulting.
In keeping with the theme of this month’s Risk Management
issue of Newsline, I have been contemplating how risk management is a key component of any business or organization
- regardless of size. Managing risk isn’t a new concept for any
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finance business or service provider - as without the implementation of a strong risk management strategy, ultimately
any business may find itself unprepared for the unexpected, or
what in some cases should have been expected.
The factors that are considered in managing risk in the finance
community have evolved considerably over the past decade.
Today, risk management goes far beyond the review of financial statements, asset valuations, and following the five Cs of
credit…remember those? Today, risk management involves an
entirely new set of components. Today when a company seeks
to determine the level of risk in a transaction, a tremendous
amount of data is collected from a myriad of sources to determine what may or may not be hidden behind the curtain. This
ability to access more and more data and finding ways to utilize
it to manage risk has made risk management more complex in
some ways, while simultaneously creating great efficiencies.
I encourage each of you to read through this month’s issue of
Newsline where you will find interesting articles including: a
look at how the collection of marketing data has spawned new
laws to protect the use and possession of this data; a closer look
at repossession and why this long-standing practice should not
be considered a last resort; the utilization of data to predict the
future performance of your finance portfolio; and how various forms of collateral can and should be considered a means
to mitigate risk. This issue also includes topical departments
including one on how leveraging technology can increase sales,
and finally our annual Passing the Baton department – where
our Immediate Past President Marc Keepman and newly
elected President Daryn Lecy provide their perspectives on the
past year and a look toward the future of NEFA.
Lastly, I wish each of you my very best wishes for the holidays,
and a very happy, healthy and prosperous New Year for you
and your families! Cheers!

Michael Toglia
NEFA Executive Director & CEO

in the NEWS
PERSONNEL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Fales to Succeed Sutton as Head of VAR
Technology Finance
LEAF Commercial Capital, (LEAF), announced that Gary
Sutton, industry veteran and President and CEO of VAR
Technology Finance (VAR), a division of LEAF, will retire
in January 2020. Jonathan Fales, Vice President of Business
Development at VAR, will assume leadership of the company,
and Kirk Sipes and Mark Finch will assume expanded business
and program development roles as Sutton steps down.

offering the exceptional customer service that separates Quality Leasing from our competition.”
Oakmont Capital Services Adds Experienced Financing Pros
Oakmont Capital Services added two experienced finance
professionals to its team in Albany, MN. Oakmont Capital
Services’ sales team is excited to welcome Adam Domke as a
Business Development Officer. Formerly employed by Stearns Bank, he served as an Equipment Financing Manager. In
his role with Oakmont Capital Services, he will focus on the
construction and trash industries, creating custom financing
options for both end-users and vendors nationwide.

National Equipment Finance Association

“As the creator of VAR, one of the nation’s leading third-party
technology finance companies, Gary is a driving force and an
influencer industry-wide,” said LEAF Chairman and CEO
Crit DeMent. “His contributions have played a key role not
only in the growth of VAR, but in helping to shape the financing industry through more efficient processes and advanced
technology. We thank him for his decades of dedication to
VAR’s success and wish him well as he retires.”
“Since 1988, Gary has worked tirelessly to build VAR into
the innovative technology leasing and finance company it
is today,” said LEAF President and Chief Operating Officer
Miles Herman. “We deeply appreciate all that he has done for
the company and we’re excited to continue building on the
foundation he’s created.”

“Adam is a great addition to an already seasoned financing
team,” said Jim Peach, CLFP, Vice President of Sales and Marketing. “Over the past 18 months, we’ve expanded our sales
team to serve our customers better, and I know Adam will
carry that torch as well.”
Tackling a newly created role, Sarah Olmscheid joins Oakmont Capital Services as an Operations Specialist. Since 2000,
she has honed her skills in funding, documentation, insurance,
titling, customer service, technology updates/enhancements,
and operations management in various positions at Stearns
Bank. In her new role with Oakmont, she will focus on assist-

Industry Vet Lawson Joins Dext Capital as VP, Business
Development
Randy Lawson is the latest healthcare leasing expert to join
the Dext Capital team. With over 20 years of experience, Lawson is a well-respected leasing sales professional with extensive
experience in Healthcare & Technology Financing, primarily
focused on the Dental Market.
Lawson joins Dext Capital as Vice President, Business Development, where he will work to expand and build relationships
with equipment vendors in the dental industry. He was most
recently at Beneficial Equipment Finance Corp. (subsidiary of
WSFS Bank) where he was a top sales producer for the past
two years.
Marshall Joins Quality Leasing as Senior Leasing Consultant
Quality Leasing Co., Inc., announced the addition of Bradon R. Marshall, former C.H. Brown Co. President, as the
newest addition to the Quality Leasing sales team. Marshall,
who joins the company as a Senior Leasing Consultant, will
be working from his office in Central Texas and will be tasked
with expanding Quality Leasing’s direct and third-party originations.
Managing Director G. Paul Fogle, CLFP, noted, “Bradon’s
industry experience, stellar reputation and outspoken personality make him a strong additional to our already amazing sales team.” Fogle added, “I am confident he will excel in
Nov/Dec 2019 NEWSLINE
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in the NEWS

flexibility and a depth of functionality that helps KEF increase
operational efficiencies and support its diverse portfolio. The
LTi-KEF partnership has enabled both teams to invest in each
other’s long-term success.

National Equipment Finance Association

ing customers with funding, documentation and insurance
inquiries while providing top-notch service.

“We’re thrilled to have Sarah on board,” said Daryn Lecy,
CLFP, Vice President of Operations. “With her nearly 20 years
of operations experience, she’ll focus on offering customers
advice and guidance for smooth transactions while helping our
back-office team refine their processes.”
INDUSTRY NEWS
Key Equipment Finance Goes Live with LTi and its ASPIRE
Platform
LTi Technology Solutions (LTi) announced that Key Equipment Finance (KEF), one of the nation’s largest bank-held
finance companies and an affiliate of KeyCorp, is now live on
the ASPIRE platform.
In choosing LTi and its ASPIRE software solution, Key Equipment Finance found both a platform that fit its overall digital
transformation strategy and a partner that aligns with it culturally. With ASPIRE, KEF is able to reduce disparate systems
and improve organizational transparency and data accuracy,
while reducing operating costs. The platform also provides

“The ASPIRE platform is helping KEF achieve strategic
growth objectives while also addressing the challenges of legacy
technologies,” said Adam Warner, President of Key Equipment
Finance. “LTi went above and beyond with its technology
expertise to offer a solution that supports our broader objectives of decreasing technology costs and increasing operational
efficiency.”
LTi President, Jeff Van Slyke, described the effectiveness of
LTi’s people-first approach: “Even the best of projects have
their challenges, and this could not have been a success without the teamwork and cross-organizational collaboration
between the amazing employees at Key Equipment Finance
and LTi. We look forward to a long partnership with KEF as it
continues its digital transformation.”
Innovation Finance Wins 2019 Best Tech Startup
Innovation Finance USA LLC, inventor of the QuickFi platform, was recognized as a 2019 Best Tech Startup award winner at Tech In Motion's Timmy Awards ceremony in New
York City. The Best Tech Startup category “recognizes entrepreneurial spirit that employs forward-thinking leaders, possesses a great work environment, and produces an innovative
product that aims to disrupt the market.”
“We are committed to providing the best possible experience for business borrowers through radical transparency
and emerging new technology,” said Bill Verhelle, Innovation Finance’s CEO. QuickFi uses facial recognition, artificial intelligence, blockchain, and the latest iOS and Android
mobile technologies to reinvent the entire business equipment
financing business model.
AmurEF Announces Three Professional Appointments
with Leading Industry Associations
Amur Equipment Finance (AmurEF) announced that three of
its equipment finance professionals were recently appointed to
positions with leading industry associations. Jacklynn Manning, CLFP, Vice President of Marketing, has been elected to
serve on the 2019/2020 Board of Directors for the National
Equipment and Finance Association (NEFA); Todd Wainwright, Vice President, Director of Risk, has been appointed
to serve on the Equipment Leasing and Finance Association
(ELFA) Small Ticket Business Council Steering Committee;
and David Cramer, CLFP, IT Systems Administrator and a
United States Marine Corps Veteran, has been chosen to serve
on ELFA’s Equality/Diversity and Inclusion Committee.
“To be chosen by peers to serve the industry’s leading associations is not only an honor but also a testament to the abilities
and professional commitment of these individuals,” said James
Truran, AmurEF’s Chief Operating Officer. “I am extremely
proud of Jacklynn, Todd and David for their ongoing dedication to the success of our industry. I look forward to having
several more AmurEF employees involved in associations to
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stays attractive to investors,” said Evan Wilkoff, Executive Vice
President of Capital Markets.

in the NEWS

Maxim Commercial Capital Funded 170 Businesses in 3Q/ 19

National Equipment
Association
MaximFinance
Commercial
Capital announced it provided hard-as-

assist in driving the change and evolution that will benefit the
entire equipment finance industry, our organization and, most
importantly, the businesses we serve daily.”

Ascentium Capital Closes $398MM Securitization, Largest
Since 2012
Ascentium Capital issued a $398 million small-ticket equipment securitization, representing the company’s 12th and
largest offering since 2012. Ascentium Equipment Receivables
2019-2 Trust features AAA and Aaa ratings from Standard &
Poor's and Moody’s.
“Each department within Ascentium takes responsibility to
ensure we have a diverse portfolio while managing risk. We
are pleased to see substantial interest from investors for bonds
backed by quality assets,” remarked Tom Depping, Chief Executive Officer at Ascentium Capital.
Ascentium Capital maintains a diverse portfolio through its
go-to-market strategy that focuses on funding transactions
within stable vertical markets that can withstand economic
uncertainty including healthcare, technology, energy and other
industries. “Our strategy assists Ascentium in future-proofing
bond offerings. Our goal is to ensure our liquidity strategy

set secured financing to 170 small and mid-sized businesses
(SMBs) during the third quarter of 2019. Maxim lends
$10,000 to $3,000,000 to SMBs nationwide secured by heavy
equipment and real estate to facilitate asset purchases, working
capital and refinancing expensive short-term debt.
“The robust economy with low unemployment in recent years
has inspired many entrepreneurs to start or grow businesses
with our help,” said Michael Kianmahd, Executive Vice President at Maxim. “Some lenders may be pulling back given the
recent rumors of an impending recession and the current trade
war. However, we continue to approve a high percentage of
submissions because our team, with decades of experience,
knows how to assess asset values in changing economies.”
AmurEF Receives 2019 BBB Silver Award of Distinction
Amur Equipment Finance, Inc. (AmurEF) has been awarded
the 2019 Silver Award of Distinction from the Better Business
Bureau (BBB) in this year’s Greater Nebraska BBB Integrity
Awards competition. This award recognizes AmurEF’s focus
on ethical business practices with customers, employees and
the wider community. AmurEF was selected for this award
by an independent panel of judges consisting of Omaha, NE,
business leaders and members of the academic community.
“Integrity is paramount in the ongoing
success of our company,” said Mostafiz
ShahMohammed, AmurEF’s Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer. “It is one
of our core values, and we believe integrity is essential in all interactions, both
internally and externally. We strive to
demonstrate integrity in everything we
do, in the way we treat others, and in
our involvement in our community,
so receiving this recognition is truly an
honor.”
Mintaka Financial Acquires Summit
Commercial Finance
Mintaka Financial, LLC has acquired
Phoenix, AZ-based Summit Commercial Finance Company. The deal comes
as part of Mintaka’s strategy to form
closer relationships with origination
channels and to better understand customer and vendor needs.
Summit has long-standing vendor relationships, as well as direct relationships
with commercial borrowers. Mintaka
has historically originated all transactions through its affiliate network. With
the acquisition of Summit, Mintaka will
benefit from direct relationships with
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DISTRACTION
IS COSTLY.

Servicing your portfolio should be the last thing on your mind. Avoid the
distraction of building your own back office and choose Orion First, the
best-in-class lease and loan servicing platform chosen by leading small
business lenders.
Orion has the technology and team to deliver services faster, more
efficiently and better than purchasing lease and loan management
software and building your own back office operation. Our solutions are
designed to grow in step with your portfolio and get you set up in weeks
rather than months.
Let Orion handle the day-to-day. We’ll create positive customer
experiences and portfolios that perform, while you focus on
growing originations.

SERVING THOSE WHO
FUND SMALL BUSINESS.

PORTFOLIO SERVICING
•

Contract set-up

•

Payment processing

•

Cash management

•

Customer service

•

Delinquency and default
management

•

Tax processing

•

Insurance Tracking

•

Residual Management

•

Documentation storage
and maintenance

•

Management and
accounting reports

BANK-OWNED FINANCE COMPANIES / START-UPS
CAPTIVES / INDEPENDENT FINANCE COMPANIES
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said Forrest. “Operating under a stronger parent company provides the resources to drive market share with the flexibility to
expedite funding more efficiently for our customers. The direct
lending capabilities are significantly enriched meaning expanded
National Equipment
Finance
Association
products
and better
terms for the borrowers.”
Summit’s vendor channel affiliates and the ability to develop
more competitive products to borrowers.
Mintaka President Quentin Cote concurred. “This is the culmination of an extremely close relationship … this deal enables us
Summit and Mintaka have a longstanding relationship with to be closer to the customer and better understand the market,
shared ownership. Summit President and CEO Scott Forrest ultimately leading to more competitive offerings. In addition,
is enthusiastic about the development. “I believe the synergy of our ability to dedicate additional sales and marketing resources
our two great teams will provide superior service for our custom- towards deeper vertical market penetration means growth for
ers and enormous opportunity for our employees and partners,” our company and more value for our investors.”

in the NEWS

Having a Problem with
Lease Enforcement?

Not Anymore.

Alabama - Norman, Wood, Kendrick
& Turner
Arizona - Jennings, Haug
& Cunningham, LLP
California - Los Angeles - Hemar,
Rousso & Heald, LLP
San Francisco - Cooper, White & Cooper, LLP
Colorado - Harry L. Simon, P.C.
Delaware - Fineman Krekstein & Harris P.C.
District of Columbia - Friedman, Framme
& Thrush, P.A.

If you need
experienced legal
counsel to help
you tackle today’s
challenges,
call us for a
complimentary
referral at
877-LEASE-LAW, or
visit our directory
of LEAN firms at

Florida - Miami Beach - Mitrani, Rynor,
Adamsky & Toland P.A.
Sarasota - Shumaker, Loop
& Kendrick, LLP
Georgia - Hays Potter Martin, LLP
Hawaii - Kessner Umebayashi Bain
& Matsunaga
Illinois - Ashen/Faulkner LTD
Kansas - Young, Bogle, McCausland,
Wells & Blanchard
Louisiana - McGlinchey Stafford, PLLC
Maryland - Friedman, Framme
& Thrush, P.A.
Massachusetts - Cohn & Dussi, LLC
Michigan - Jaffe, Raitt, Heuer & Weiss, P.C.
Minnesota - Messerli & Kramer, P.A.
Mississippi - McGlinchey Stafford, PLLC
Missouri - Jenkins & Kling, P.C.
New Jersey - Chiesa Shahinian &
Giantomasi
New York - New York City - Foster &
Wolkind, P.C.
Syracuse - Barclay Damon LLP
North Carolina - Raleigh - Smith Debnam
Oregon - Farleigh Wada Witt
Pennsylvania - Pittsburgh - Bernstein Burkley, P.C.
Philadelphia - Fineman Krekstein

LEASE ENFORCEMENT ATTORNEY NETWORK

Suite 2200
Gulf Tower
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15219

www.leasecollect.org

& Harris P.C.
Rhode Island - Cohn & Dussi, LLC
South Carolina - Bunch Law LLC
Texas - Fort Worth - Padfield & Stout, LLP
Houston - Wright Law Group, PLLC
Utah - Ray Quinney & Nebeker, P.C.
Virginia - Friedman, Framme & Thrush, P.A.
Washington - Farleigh Wada Witt
West Virginia - Bernstein-Burkley, P.C.
Wyoming - Harry L. Simon, P.C.
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Ascentium Capital Reports 30%
Growth in 3Q/19
Ascentium Capital LLC announced
funding volume of $392.4 million
during third quarter representing a 30
percent increase over the same period last
year and reached $2.4 billion in managed
assets.
“I’m proud of Team Ascentium delivering
a finance experience that outperforms the
competition while managing risk. We’re
pleased about the large national programs
we are winning with equipment providers and our repeat business efforts that
are key drivers of growth,” said Tom Depping, Chief Executive Officer at Ascentium Capital.
The company is experiencing growth
in the key markets it serves, including
commercial vehicle, franchise, healthcare, hospitality and technology. Recent
growth milestones for the company
include: Reached $1.1 billion year to date
in funded volume; surpassed 100,000
unique SMB clients since inception; and
achieved 48 percent growth in funded
volume over last year in direct sales channel.
Pawnee Leasing Closes First Marketed
U.S. Securitization for $254MM
Chesswood Group Limited announced
the closing by its subsidiary Pawnee Leasing Corporation of its first marketed U.S.
securitization for Pawnee's prime receivables. Proceeds from the $254 million
securitization will be used to pay down
Pawnee's recently renewed revolving
warehouse line and to reduce the outstanding balance of Chesswood's recently
renewed senior revolving credit facility.
“This is an important milestone in the
growth of our U.S. business and the

expansion and improvement of our treasury resources as our
prime portfolio, the largest segment of our portfolio, continues its excellent growth,” said Barry Shafran, Chesswood
President and CEO. “The securitization market has provided
us with a significant improvement in our cost-of-funds on
the securitized receivables, improving our finance margins on
this segment of our portfolio by at least 100 basis points. As
our portfolio approaches the $1.0 billion milestone, a better
cost-of-funds is a key component in helping drive our future
growth.”
IDS Acquired by Software-Focused Private Equity Firm
Thoma Bravo
Thoma Bravo, a software-focused private equity investment
firm, has acquired majority ownership in IDS, a provider of
asset finance software solutions, from its current owner, SV
Investment Partners.

“Having partnered with IDS since 2003 we are immensely
proud of its achievements under our ownership and of the
benefits enjoyed today by customers of the market-leading IDS
solutions. We are delighted that IDS can now look forward to
partnering with Thoma Bravo in the next stage of its development,” said Nicholas E. Somers, Chairman of SV Investment
Partners. “With its exceptional enterprise software expertise,
experience and resources, Thoma Bravo could not be better
positioned to drive forward the company’s global growth initiatives, further develop and enhance the IDS product suite,
and continue to strengthen IDS’ leadership in the asset and
equipment finance software market.”
Thoma Bravo plans to partner with the existing IDS management team to continue to execute on its strategic growth plans
and accelerate the product roadmap. The investment recognizes both the leadership of IDS in serving the world’s largest

NEFA’s 2019 Funding Symposium Achieves Record
Attendance – Officers & Directors Elected

More than 330 equipment finance professionals and service providers from across the U.S. and Canada attended
the National Equipment Finance Association (NEFA) 2019
Funding Symposium on October 2 - 4 in Atlanta, GA – setting a record for Funding Symposium attendance.

of Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc. as Vice President; James
Jackson, of The Alta Group as Treasurer; and Guy Selinka,
CLFP, of Streamline Financial Services as Secretary. Marc
Keepman, CLFP, of KLC Financial, Inc. will remain on the
Executive Committee as Immediate Past President.

With over 70 first-time attendees and 49 exhibitors, this
year’s Funding Symposium again demonstrated the unparalleled and growing value proposition offered by NEFA to the
equipment finance industry.

“NEFA is a tremendous organization that I was fortunate
enough to be referred to nine years ago,” Lecy said. “At that
time, there were just over 100 attendees at the Equipment
Finance Summit and during last week’s Funding Symposium in Atlanta, we welcomed over 330 attendees! I am
honored and excited to serve as the next NEFA President
and Chairman of the Board. We have a robust membership
consisting of dynamic leaders who continue to bring new
ideas to help all of us improve and expand our businesses.
The energy at our Funding Symposium was very strong,
and I look forward to working with all of you as we finish
2019 and set the stage for what 2020 will bring!”

This year’s Funding Symposium Co-Chairs Shari Lipski,
CLFP, of ECS Financial Services, Inc. and Dale Kluga of
Providence Equipment Finance, assembled a schedule of
leading-edge educational sessions attracting the attention of
attendees throughout the entire Symposium.
NEFA’s Executive Director, Michael Toglia said, “The atmosphere at this year’s Funding Symposium was incredibly
upbeat and energetic! The networking opportunities coupled
with the strong educational sessions were fantastic. We are
very pleased with the record attendance and thank all our
sponsors, exhibitors, conference Co-Chairs, educational program presenters, fundraiser volunteers and of course all our
attendees for making the 2019 Funding Symposium such a
tremendous success.”
Officers and Directors Elected
The Funding Symposium also serves as the Annual Business
meeting for the National Equipment Finance Association,
and Officers and Directors for the next 12 months were
elected during the Symposium.
NEFA’s new President & Chairman of the Board is Daryn
Lecy, CLFP, of Oakmont Capital Services, LLC. He is
joined on the Executive Committee by Laura Carini, CLFP,

Directors of the association were also announced at this
year’s Funding Symposium and include Jacklynn Manning,
CLFP, of AMUR Equipment Finance; Adam Peterson, of
Channel Partners Capital; Robert Hornby, of Chiesa Shahinian & Giantomasi PC; Anne Dalgaard, CLFP, of ECS
Financial Services, Inc.; Scott Lipka, of FirstLease, Inc.;
Lori Littleford, CLFP, of NFS Leasing, Inc.; Beth McLean,
CLFP, of Northland Financial Services, LLC; and Scott
Wheeler, CLFP, of Wheeler Business Consulting.
During the business luncheon, outgoing Executive Committee members Mike Coon, CLFP, of Hanmi Bank and
Dennis Dressler, of Dressler & Peters, LLC were honored
for many years of service to NEFA. Additionally, Bob
Hanna of Weltman, Weinberg & Reis Co., L.P.A. was
awarded the 2019 Chris Walker Memorial Member of the
Year Award.
Nov/Dec 2019 NEWSLINE
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The attorneys include Leslie A. Berkoff (Partner), Michael
Cardello (Partner), Robert S. Cohen (Partner), Andrew B.
Eckstein (Counsel), Keith J. Frank (Partner), Robert J. Fryman (Partner) Henry L. Goldberg (Partner), Marc L. Hamroff
National Equipment
Finance
Association
(Partner),
Alan S.
Hock (Partner), Laurie B. Kazenoff (Partand most innovative asset and equipment financing businesses ner), Michael Re (Partner), Robert M. Tils (Partner), A. Jonas well as the momentum gained by its IDScloud solution.
athan Trafimow (Partner) and Alexander D. Widell (Partner),
Peter B. Zlotnick (Partner). In addition, Rising Star status was
36th Street Closes $6MM Financing for Green Energy awarded to Brian P. Boland, Joan Lopez and Kelly D. Schneid
Company
Associates of the firm. No more than 5 percent of the lawyers
36th Street Capital announced it recently funded a $6 million in New York are selected by Super Lawyers.
equipment financing for a leading energy services company
that provides fuel cell solutions to commercial clients.

in the NEWS

“This was a sale lease back for a green energy company experiencing rapid growth, servicing Fortune 500 companies,” said
Mark Horan, Chief Growth Officer at 36th Street. “Based on
the collateral, business model and strong customer base, we
were able to get comfortable with the company’s path to profitability. We were pleased we could structure a transaction that
provided additional liquidity to the company and achieved a
successful outcome for our origination partner.”
Moritt Hock & Hamroff Attorneys Selected as 2019
Metro NY Super Lawyers
The law firm of Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP with offices on
Long Island and in New York City announced 18 attorneys of
the firm were selected for distinction in the 2019 Metro Edition of New York Super Lawyers.

CERTIFIED LEASE & FINANCE PROFESSIONALS
FOUNDATION
CLFP Foundation Presents Cindy Spurdle Award of
Excellence to Boyer
The Certified Lease & Finance Professional (CLFP) Foundation presented the 2019 Cindy Spurdle Award of Excellence
to Rob Boyer, CLFP, at the NEFA Fall Funding Symposium
in Atlanta, GA. The award was created in 2012 to acknowledge the CLFP who has contributed the most to the industry
and best represents the CLFP ideals for the year. Nominees are
submitted by the CLFP community and the final winner is
decided by the CLFP Board of Directors.
“The Cindy Spurdle Award of Excellence is befitting for Rob
who provides ongoing commitment and service to the CLFP
certification, our Foundation and the equipment finance and
leasing industry,” said Kevin Prykull, CLFP, Vice President of
the CLFP Board of Directors. “I have had the opportunity
to work directly with Rob on the CLFP Board over the last
couple of years. His insights, leadership and thoughtfulness
helped propel the exam, certification and our Foundation to
new heights. Rob clearly makes a difference, akin to the excellence of Cindy Spurdle for which this award is in honor. Rob
is a consummate professional and represents the CLFP in the
very best light.”
Boyer said, “It is truly a great honor to be recognized by the
CLFP Foundation for the work that I did while a member of
the Foundation’s Board of Directors. The CLFP Foundation is
unique in the sense that it works to build a better industry by
its focus on developing enhanced knowledge and ethical conduct at the individual professional level. I found the CLFP’s
mission and purpose very compelling and I am happy that I
was able to have a positive impact on its growth and development.”
Please send your company's news items to
mdickinson@advisorpubs.com

debbie@bfec.com
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS.

SUPPORTING YOUR GROW TH.
In the equipment finance industry, every goal starts with
a plan. As your business grows, Wintrust Specialty Finance
is here to support your initiatives through innovative
financing programs designed with your specific needs in
mind. Our team of experts is here to develop solutions that
complement your expertise and provide support where
you need it most.

SERVICES
•

Portfolio purchases or individual transactions

•

Private label servicing or originator retained servicing

•

Warehouse and guidance lines of credit

•

Ultimate net loss programs and recourse

LET WINTRUST SPECIALTY FINANCE HELP YOUR BUSINESS REACH ITS GOALS.
For more information, please contact:
DAVID NORMANDIN, CLFP
President & CEO
dnormandin@wintrust.com
949-268-9099

NICK GIBBENS, CLFP

Vice President, Business Development
ngibbens@wintrust.com
949-268-9098

MARK MCKISSICK, CLFP

Vice President, Relationship Support
mmckissick@wintrust.com
949-268-9092

wintrust.com

Wintrust Specialty Finance is a division of Beverly Bank & Trust Company, N.A., a Wintrust Community Bank. Banking products provided by Wintrust Financial Corp. banks.
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MARKETING DATA:
Be Careful What You Wish For!

The rapid growth in the amount data collected and used by businesses has spawned laws
to protect the use and possession of that data. To learn more about how these issues affect
equipment finance companies, Newsline interviewed Jacklynn Manning, CLFP, Vice
President of Marketing for Amur Equipment Finance, and Robert S. Cohen, Esq., Partner at
Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP.

Jacklynn Manning
Amur Equipment
Finance

Robert S. Cohen, Esq.
Moritt Hock &
Hamroff LLP

More than ever before, marketing
is driven by collecting data to make
business decisions and develop strategies based on that information. Many
companies are gathering information
at an alarming rate, and without regard
to their actual needs or the potential
downside to possessing it. New privacy
laws are creating more responsibility for
those in possession of “protected information,” the definition of which continues to evolve and broaden. NEFA
Newsline spoke with two thought leaders
on data privacy — Jacklynn Manning
of Amur Equipment Finance and Bob
Cohen of Moritt Hock and Hamroff
LLP — about the collection and storage
of protected information and, if used
for marketing or other purposes, when
it may trigger your legal obligations.

Newsline: Jacklynn, can you please
describe the types of marketing information companies are collecting in the
equipment leasing and finance industry
and the manner in which they are collecting that information?
Jacklynn Manning: Today, we are collecting data at an
increasingly fast rate. Businesses are gathering personal identification information, including name, date of birth, address,
Social Security number, driver’s license number, home phone
numbers, personal cell phone numbers and email addresses.
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When someone visits a website, servers may automatically collect their IP address, the name of the domain they used to
access the Internet, the link that brought them to that website
and any links clicked within the website. Some popular thirdparty marketing tools can also collect information that may
include browser type and operating system, IP address and
general geographic location, the date and time of the visit, the
content viewed on the website and website features accessed.
The equipment leasing and finance industry collects additional
information, including business and financial structure and
history, past business transactions, ownership information,
vendor information, broker information, guarantor information, financial statements, and credit explanations and credit
histories. We also collect bank account statements and bank
account details. Various types of personal and business data are
being collected in several ways — from cookies on a website,
filling out a form on a landing page, signing up for a newsletter or to obtain quote estimates, completing applications
for financing, or simply leaving reviews on a company’s social
media pages. Regardless of the way you are collecting customer
data, you need to focus on three items: first, know exactly what
type of data is being collected; second, understand how to analyze the data; and, finally, know how to safeguard the data.
Newsline: With social media playing such a large role in our
personal and professional lives, what type of information is
being collected through our interactions on social channels?
Manning: Social media is one of the most important aspects
of digital marketing for businesses and a deeply embedded part
of our culture. Social media channels show how users share,
view or engage with a company’s content or profile. These

numbers, percentages and statistics provide actionable insights
that can help with your social media strategy. You can monitor
social media or review sites and collect information posted in
comments or reviews. When you post information on social
media pages owned or controlled by a company, that company
may collect information about the activities on those pages,
including whether you visited or commented on the page and/
or provided a rating or review.
Newsline: Bob, does the collection of this data create any legal
obligations on behalf of the company collecting it?
Bob Cohen: Yes. For at least a decade, privacy laws have been
evolving and broadening the definition of protected information. Initially, it was what you would expect: dates of birth,
Social Security numbers, credit card numbers, bank account
information, etc. Now, depending upon the law that applies
to a particular situation (for example, the California Consumer Privacy Act, General Data Protection Regulation, and/
or SHIELD Act), protected information may be defined as
broadly as any information that can be associated with an
individual. Although the ambiguity of these definitions has
not yet been reduced to provide more guidance, on its face
such a definition could include an address, an email address, a
phone number and many other items. Literally, anything that
would be set forth on a traditional business card would likely
fit into that definition. Making matters worse is that there isn’t
one uniform law. Many states have created, and many more
states are in the process of enacting, their own privacy laws.
A company collecting data is generally responsible to comply
with applicable federal laws, the laws of the state in which
the person providing the data resides, and, likely, the laws of
the state in which the collecting company is located. This can
make compliance a very tricky and cumbersome issue. Generally, if the data being collected is protected information, at
minimum, reasonable safeguards must be taken by the recipient to protect it from unauthorized access. Although most
people think of unauthorized access as a malicious third-party
“hacker,” unauthorized access may also include simple human
error — such as leaving an unprotected laptop in a taxi or an
unencrypted flash drive on a table in a coffee shop.

Newsline: Jacklynn, are these laws impacting the type of data
that companies are collecting?
Manning: No, I don’t believe they are impacting the type of
data we collect, but these laws do impact how we collect it,
store it, protect it and access it.
Newsline: Bob, assuming a company takes appropriate steps
to safeguard this “protected information,” is it then free to use
it as it wishes?
Cohen: Absolutely not: The current laws also regulate the use
of protected information. A company cannot utilize any collected information for purposes not provided for in its privacy
policy. Companies are required to create and disseminate a privacy policy, which provides notice to the individual about the
information it is gathering and how it will use that information. Any deviation from that policy will require the consent
and/or additional notice to the provider of that information,
and without it, you run the risk of violating a law.
Newsline: So, what are the takeaways?
Manning: We are at the center of a paradigm shift, a data
explosion, an AI revolution, a content renaissance. This shift
represents a complete digital transformation, and everyone,
especially marketers, must be both data proficient and compliant. The handling of data is an increasingly hot topic, and
businesses dealing with data — for commercial reasons or otherwise — have a legal and moral responsibility to safeguard it.
Cohen: Take steps now to understand the data you are collecting and how to use it. Have an attorney familiar with privacy
compliance review with you the laws that are applicable to that
information and your intended use of that information. While
there are numerous laws that may apply, their requirements
may be similar. This will allow you to adapt your business practices to the broadest level of compliance, which should also be
properly disclosed within your privacy policy. Finally, be careful in how you handle data: The laws in this area are evolving
regularly and therefore should be monitored on a regular basis.
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National Equipment Finance Association

REPOSSESSION:
Not Just a Last Resort
Repossessing a leased asset is often seen as a last resort that comes after all other options have
been exhausted. Sometimes it’s in a company’s best interest to opt for repossession before a
problem account becomes worse.
By Brody Pack

Brody Pack
RTR Services, Inc.

As we enter the final two months of 2019,
how many of you feel more certain, less
certain or neutral about the where the
economy is going? One of my hobbies
is day trading the Forexx market and I
often see other traders smoking what I
like to call the Hope-ium as they sit back
and watch a trade go against them, all the
while hoping it comes back even when
indicators say it won’t.

Maybe some of us find ourselves in a similar situation today
waiting and hoping the economy or the market goes where we
predicted it would at the beginning of the year. As of today, this
is what we know: (1) Delinquencies are up slightly with predictions of more to come, (2) Values are down for many key sectors such as transportation, and (3) None of us can hire enough
qualified people regardless of where we are located. Unfortunately, I can’t help with two and three, but I would like to offer
some suggestions on how to use repossession as a proactive tool
to maximize return versus the last option on a checklist.
Each of you has, or should have, in place a plan that identifies
when an account should be assigned for repossession. Each of
those plans is based on indicators that your organization has
set as repossession triggers and likely varies from company to
company. In over in 30 years of business RTR Services, Inc. has
seen repossessions used for just about every reason possible. Our
experience suggests that in an economy like this one there are
several reasons that you should consider assigning an account
for immediate repossession. By doing so, you likely can get the
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payments flowing again or help reduce charge off amounts, and
allow the return of capital to a performing state.
Getting Ahead of the Curve — Declining Equipment Values
The points discussed can apply to any type of equipment but as
transportation is the flavor of the year, I will focus my attention
there. Repossession should be an immediate consideration for
any non-performing account secured by transportation equipment. Now, that doesn’t mean that you act upon it; but with the
current state of the market you risk losing substantial value the
longer you wait. According to ACT Research, the average sales
price on Class 8 trucks under $50,000 has decreased 30 percent
since January 2018, with continued erosion in values projected
in 2020. It is our opinion this decline in value is even more substantial for the older model trucks — in the $10,000 to $20,000
range — as well as for vocational trucks. Trailers have seen a slip
in values year-over-year but not to the same extent as the Class
8 trucks. Based on what we are seeing and what is projected to
come, we recommend that you take an aggressive look when
you have non-performing transportation accounts. Continuing
to work with a borrower over the next 90 to 120 days may bring
in a partial payment or two, which is good for business in the
short term, but ultimately by the time you do repossess the asset
the potential decrease in what you realize in a sale will likely be
greater.
Taking possession of the unit and bringing it to market early in
the default will increase your net return versus waiting even just
a month or two as more and more units hit the market and values continue to slide. Over the past two quarters, we have seen
dealers become very picky in what they will buy, only willing to

Another key time to consider immediate or
early repossession is when your equipment
is critical to the business staying open.

pick up a unit if they get a really good deal on it and if they reasonably expect to sell it quickly. At the same time, we have seen
active end users in the marketplace decline month over month
as smaller owner fleet operators and marginal carriers have experienced significant freight slow down. The bottom line is every
month the market becomes smaller and smaller and so do the
values.
Securing Assets Before They Break Down or Disappear
This applies to several industries but can be especially costly in
construction and transportation. The majority of the yellow iron
and trucks/trailers that we see come back right now do so with
some degree of deferred maintenance or mechanical issues. This
ranges from shot batteries and bald tires to blown engines. These
issues are costing lenders $1,000 to $20,000 in value on their
assets and likely could have been reduced or mitigated if repossession had occurred weeks or months earlier. We are routinely
recovering units where borrowers have abandoned the unit
without notifying the lender because it no longer runs. Only
after a repair shop or a impound lot runs a title search does the
lender become aware, and it then often faces substantial tow and
storage charges.
An even worse scenario is when the equipment just disappears.
Since the end of the second quarter of 2019, we have seen a 10
percent increase in missing assets — assets where the borrower is
deliberately hiding the equipment from the lender. Once a borrower makes a conscious decision that you are not getting your
equipment back, they have the upper hand and you only regain
your position through substantial legal expense and recovery
costs; sometimes you don’t regain it at all.
It’s a good idea to review all non-performing accounts in these
sectors and consider early repossession (30 to 60 days) to limit
your borrowers’ chance of running it into the ground or hiding
it. Being out there just a little bit earlier could save you thousands of dollars on every deal.

When Your Equipment Can Shut Down the Business:
Establishing Payment Priority
Another key time to consider immediate or early repossession
is when your equipment is critical to the business staying open.
When a borrower begins to default with you, generally, they are
defaulting with every one of their creditors and with businesses
running at high levels of leverage that can mean lots of other
creditors all are positioning against the business income. A good
example in a portfolio would be restaurant equipment. If your
account is secured by the cooking line or the key refrigeration
components, your borrower cannot operate without you. We
recommend you consider taking those accounts (or similar positioned accounts in other industries) to repo early. That doesn’t
require that you immediately go onsite and physically take the
equipment. Our experience shows that when borrowers get the
call from the repossessor they finally realize that not paying that
lender will effectively end their business and that lender immediately become the number-one priority to pay each month and
the other creditors have to make other arrangements. What an
awesome position to be in when you know that your borrower
understands who their number-one priority should be.
These three suggestions are not an end-all list and there are
numerous other times that repossession should be considered.
However, these are areas that we see companies using to better
manage their portfolio risk. They are actions that can be used
right now in the current economy to reduce your delinquencies
and reduce your losses. We encourage you, as we approach the
end of the year with even more uncertainty on the horizon, to
review your repossession protocols and make proactive updates
to position yourself for the wild ride ahead.
National Equipment Finance Association
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Unlocking Portfolio Data to
Predict the Future

Mitchell Kaufman, President of IFS Technology Solutions, explains how the secrets locked in
big data can improve your company’s bottom line.
By Mitchell Kaufman
I think we can all agree that predicting
the future is hard, but what if I told you
it’s not impossible? The key to the future
is understanding the past. At its simplest, your portfolio is just a collection
of data points, but properly leveraged
these data points can reveal trends that
show themselves when you view the data
Mitchell Kaufman
over time. Data is likely the most underIFS Technology
valued and underutilized asset a leasing
Solutions
company owns. Data analysis, business
intelligence and big data are all about
mining nuggets of information from the data you already have.
You don’t have to be a large lessor with a big budget to unlock
the value of your data. You do, however, need a plan.
Begin the plan by identifying the metrics important to evaluating your business. For example, are you most concerned
about the profitability of the portfolio, the volume of incoming applications or the performance of your employees? These
important metrics are commonly referred to as Key Performance Indicators (KPI), and they help management understand how the company is achieving its business objectives.
In this article, we’ll review some common data points worth
tracking and reporting that are found in most portfolios. We’ll
also explain how they can reveal trends that will help in future
decision making. We’ll do this by looking at the life-cycle of a
typical lease and discussing pertinent information it yields at
each stage.
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Application Entry
The channels through which you source lease applications
vary from brokers to established vendor relationships to direct
applications from lessees. There’s a cost to conducting business
through each channel, and it’s important that you understand
the quality and profitability of each source. As applications
flow through the adjudication process, you are likely capturing
a FICO or other credit score for the applicant and assigning
(and hopefully storing) a risk rating for that applicant. These
credit indicators factor into the ultimate credit decision and
final pricing of the deal; they are also predictors of how the
deal should perform post booking.
All lessor resources are limited in nature and therefore must
be allocated effectively. I am referring not only to funds but
also human resources. Application volume and, more importantly, the percentage of applications approved and ultimately
booked will be critical in evaluating the effectiveness of each
channel of deal flow. Another important dimension to deal
flow is turnaround time: How long does it take for applications from each channel to get approved and then booked?
Channels that create more “friction” in the application process relative to the overall performance of the leases that move
through them may turn out to be less profitable or not worth
pursuing, but you won’t know this unless you begin to track
that kind of information.
Backend: Billing and Collecting
Now that we’ve approved and booked our deal, it moves into
billing and collecting. This is where things get interesting. The

“There’s a cost to conducting business through each
channel, and it’s important that you understand the
quality and profitability of each source.”

analysis and decisions you made during application entry will
provide the starting point for the trends you need to monitor as the portfolio ages. Are “A” credits really performing like
“A” credits should? Are deals sourced through certain channels
causing more customer service (CS) calls than others? Are asset
residuals being realized as planned?
Validating your risk-rating algorithm is extremely important,
as is realizing that it’s a process you will continually adjust as
you learn more about how certain types of deals age. In order
to do this, you’ll need to look at delinquencies, accommodations and charge-offs by risk rating. You’ll want to track missed
due dates and late fees, looking for related trends such as time
of year or monthly due date. Collectors will always make payment-plan accommodations for customers who can’t make the
original payment plan, but it’s important to track the type of
accommodation being made and the result in lessee payment
behavior post accommodation.
Ultimately, contracts will have to be charged off and sometimes losses will be taken. When writing off a deal, be sure to
record a defined list of reason codes for its termination; this is
important for reporting. Post-termination recoveries are likely
and also need to be tracked to get a full picture of the portfolio
performance.
Customer service (CS) is unavoidable as contracts make their
way to maturity and beyond; but how often it’s employed is
an important data point to measure. Understanding what CS
agents are being asked to do and how long it is taking them to
complete a task is vital to evaluating not only the performance
of your employees but to understanding the full CS cost of
supporting deals that come to you through various channels.
Buyout quote requests, duplicate invoices, annual insurance
certificates — every CS request from a lessee takes time and
costs money to process. Also, understanding the timing of
these requests can assist in adjusting CS staffing levels throughout the year.

and, if possible, tracked by make, model and asset location.
Tracking contract performance by asset-type will help determine how to price new deals regardless of source channel. Certain makes or models of asset may result in more CS inquires
than others, and that will factor into your overall profitability.
Asset location must be tracked for sales and property tax purposes, but understanding your asset exposure by location is
also important. For example, when natural disasters strike in
one part of the country, knowing what assets are located there
allows you to take proactive action to protect your interests.
In conclusion, we’ve discussed many data points that should
be tracked in order to get a holistic view of your portfolio and
the staffing required to support it. Data collection begins when
the application is initially received and continues past maturity
of the lease. The data is just a collection of numbers until it
is rendered in a graph, chart or map. There are many tools
at every price point to assist in collating and displaying your
data in almost any format. Some of these tools are subscription/cloud-based, and others are installed on-premises. It’s the
display of the data that allows you to see the trends hidden in
the numbers; a spreadsheet won’t do this for you. This type of
project will require involvement from most of your team and
may require some outside help, but don’t let that dissuade you
from pursuing it. The payoff from being able to “see” what
your data contains — and use it to help you make decisions in
the future — can be quite rewarding.
The information gleaned and the clear reporting available from
the data intelligence collected will not only be valuable to planning for your company’s future but it also provides insight to
keep partners, investors and funding sources informed about
your company’s strategic operations and plans.
National Equipment Finance Association
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Asset Analysis
Asset analysis is another dimension of understanding your
portfolio’s performance. Each asset should be categorized
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Finding Structure in Any Deal —
Balancing Credit Risk with
Various Collateral

Traditional lending parameters tend to have rigid credit “boxes” in which they are able to
lend. By taking a different approach to structuring deals, lending can break traditional credit
molds to enable a solution for virtually every deal.
By Shervin Rashti

Shervin Rashti
SLIM Capital, LLC

Recently, I was approached by a participant of a conference educational session
in which I participated as a panelist. This
person told me that, after having been
in the industry for a number of years,
he finally understands what “deal structure” means. In this article, I’m going to
offer clarity on how deal structures are
assessed and designed.

When looking at building a portfolio,
I always start with the end in mind.
This means considering what challenges and opportunities
lie within a particular credit niche and build the infrastructure around the anticipated result. To get to this perspective,
it takes a bit more effort to learn about a business to design
a solution that suits its specific needs. To offer some context,
I break down underwriting appetites into two main historic
categories: credit-based underwriting or collateral-based
underwriting. First, I will describe how these two categories
are typically designed, the infrastructure that is required to
support each type and then I will offer a third alternative, The
Hybrid Approach to Credit.
Traditional Credit-Based Underwriting
Generally, credit-based underwriting parameters rely heavily
upon underwriting as a scoring model that considers borrowing history as the foundation for the determining the likeli-
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hood of future performance. The scoring considers factors
such as conventional personal credit, comparable debt, time
in business, revolving balances, background checks, business
payment history, bank balances, cash flow, etc. As such, the
credit quality has a targeted baseline and reduces the risk to
the lender. This model generally relies on lower yields to stay
competitive, but also achieves better performance, requiring
less infrastructure to support collections. Overall, there are
minimal expected losses, resulting in a fairly accurate predictability of performance and costs associated with managing the
portfolio.
Traditional Collateral-Based Underwriting
Collateral-based underwriting will generally rely less upon
the credit profile and more upon collateral to mitigate potential losses from the portfolio. This means there is more risk
involved, resulting in higher yield thresholds. Lower attention
to historic payment habits will generally result in higher losses
and more infrastructure to support collections, repossession,
remarketing and other types of solutions for uncollectable
accounts.
Most often, collateral-based lending is associated with assetbased lending (ABL), a form of lending that considers inventory, accounts receivable and purchase orders as general forms
of collateral. These forms of collateral are valued based on
the projected ability to monetize such assets in the event of
a default. They are fairly standard in that they utilize a dis-

“This flexibility in approach can provide new
lending opportunities even when a deal does not
fit a particular category.”

counted advance rate against the asset value today, with a balance disbursement to the borrower upon receipt of funds for
the underlying collateral.
Another type of collateral-based underwriting is related to real
property secured transactions. These are generally structured
as mortgages or deeds of trust and are subject to considerable
reliance upon the real estate value and lendable equity in a
first–lien secured position.
Outside of the above forms of collateral, there are some lenders
that will consider existing equipment owned by a borrower
as a form of collateral to backstop losses in a portfolio. Commonly, the equipment is valued based on forced liquidation
value or orderly liquidation value, where there is an advance
rate offered to the borrower against the measurable value of
the equipment. This collateral form of lending gives little value
to the borrower’s credit history, and instead relies primarily on
the level of success exiting a transaction from the liquidation
of the assets taken as collateral. As such, this can become a
costly proposition for the lender that results in high yields,
high default rates and reliance upon remarketing of the assets
at a value that is reasonably close to that anticipated when originally underwritten.
When looking at transactions, it’s important to design a structure in a manner that will result in added benefit to the borrower, while offering a sustainable solution for the needs of
the business. This means taking a different approach from the
above methods, while considering the strengths each method
has to offer. First, there is a tremendous amount of benefit
in understanding the reason the borrower needs financing.
If they are looking to acquire equipment, it is important to
understand how the equipment will impact the revenues of
the business, as this is imperative in defining term length and
payment options. If they are looking at obtaining cash for their
business, it is important to understand where this capital will
be put to use and how it will generate additional savings or
revenue for the business. With these initial thoughts in mind,
at SLIM Capital we then move to look at the credit profile.
Is it a startup? Does the borrower’s credit profile qualify for
credit-based products? If not, why does it fall outside of our
top tier products? If the reason is something that we can get
comfortable with, we might consider the client as a Hybrid
Client. This might have some form of structure, but does not
necessitate a complete 2:1 liquidation value coverage that the
lowest credit quality might require.

or non-business assets, enterprise value, as our main forms of
collateral assets. These come in the form of assets that contain
a secondary market value outside of the narrow scope of what
might be considered collateral within a given industry. To help
shed some light to this, below are a few asset types that can give
further depth to this concept.
We have structured deals for companies with light credit profiles, troubled pasts, startups, etc., but with no “traditional hard
assets” to support the request for funds. In these scenarios, we
will dive deeper to understand the nature of the past troubles,
learn how the funds will benefit the business and learn what
assets may exist. After taking the time to learn about the available assets, we have secured stock portfolios, notes receivable
on sold assets, private boats, enterprise value for franchise businesses and inventory assets. Not only are we looking at unusual
assets as security to support our non-credit qualifying deals,
we are generally offering value to the credit components of the
deal to reduce the collateral requirements.
SLIM’S HYBRID MODEL
Underwriting
Model

Credit

Hybrid

Collateral

Credit Quality

Good

Average

Poor

Structure

None

Some

Aggressive

Yield

Low

Medium

High

To illustrate this credit spectrum, the above table offers a visual
of how we evaluate our deals from a scored, credit-based application only deal, to a completely structured, collateral-backed
deal, and our Hybrid Approach, by considering both credit
strength as well as collateral, as a backstop. This flexibility in
approach can provide new lending opportunities even when a
deal does not fit a particular category.
National Equipment Finance Association

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Shervin Rashti is Founder and
CEO of SLIM Capital, LLC.

Rather than looking only at traditional ABL collateral types,
we look at assets such as property, plant, equipment, business
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NEWSLINE PICTORIAL
NEFA'S 2019 Funding Symposium
October 2-4, 2019
Atlanta, GA
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INDUSTRY EVENTS CALENDAR
Minnesota Ice Fishing
February 6, 2020
Lake Minnetonka, MN

2019 NEFA PARTNERS AS OF 10-24-19
HALL OF FAME PARTNERS
AMUR Equipment Finance
Channel Partners Capital
IDS
LTi Technology Solutions
Pawnee Leasing Corporation
LEGEND PARTNERS
ECS Financial Services, Inc.
Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.
Marlin Capital Solutions
NewLane Finance
Quality Leasing Co., Inc.
MVP PARTNERS
4 Hour Funding
Bryn Mawr Funding
FirstLease, Inc.
Great American Insurance Group,
Specialty Equipment
Navitas Credit Corp
North Mill Equipment Finance, LLC
Orion First Financial, LLC

ALL-STAR PARTNERS
BancorpSouth Equipment Finance
Dakota Financial, LLC
Orange Commercial Credit
Rapid Finance
RTR Services, Inc.

2020 National Equipment Finance Summit
March 25-27, 2020
Hyatt Regency San Antonio RiverWalk Hotel
San Antonio, TX
2020 Funding Symposium
October 14-16, 2020
Loews Philadelphia Hotel
Philadelphia, PA

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
AAFC – Broker/Lessor
Accrete – Broker/Lessor
Beacon Capital Resources –
Broker/Lessor
Coastal Kapital LLC – Broker/Lessor
French Broad Capital – Broker/Lessor
General Financial Services –
Broker/Lessor
Lion Capital, LLC – Broker/Lessor
LOGS Network – Service Provider

Madison Davis – Service Provider
Red Fox Financing – Broker/Lessor
RTC Ranch Funding – Broker/Lessor
The Funding Booth – Broker/Lessor
Tpine Leasing Capital Corporation –
Broker/Lessor
Westfield Funding – Broker/Lessor

SAVE THE DATE!

SUMMIT
March 25 - 27, 2020
San Antonio, Texas
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PASSING THE BATON — Past and
Future Perspectives from NEFA’s Past
and New Presidents

As NEFA wraps up another record-breaking year, Newsline took time to speak with NEFA’s
2018-2019 President Marc Keepman and his newly elected successor Daryn Lecy to learn
their perspectives on the past year and the opportunities ahead for the association.
Marc Keepman and Daryn Lecy understand and
appreciate the combined strength of the National
Equipment Finance Association’s talented and
committed members. Both also see opportunities
for bolstering and growing the association in 2020
and beyond.
Keepman — who is Immediate Past President of NEFA
— recently handed the presidency of the organization over to Lecy, who served as Treasurer in 20182019.
Keepman, Chairman and CEO of KLC Financial
Inc., joined the association shortly after the merger
of UAEL and EAEL, which led to the formation of
the National Equipment Finance Association.
“I have always had a place in my heart for NEFA, the
good people here and the amazing opportunities it
has provided me and my company,” said Keepman.
“My company, KLC Financial, has been a member
for many years. We have sent many employees to
attend conferences over the years and across the
country. We have always received far more value
than the cost.”
Keepman became involved at the board level after
entreaties from NEFA leaders.
“Several board members suggested I get more
involved and then-Executive Director, Gerry Egan,
personally invited me to consider joining the board,”
Keepman said. “The association was coming out of
difficult years due mainly to the Great Recession. It

was a time of rebuilding and careful management of
association funds. Due to the hard work of many, we
are now in a strong position and ready to invest in
systems and growth.”
Lecy, Vice President of Operations at Oakmont
Capital Services, LLC, became a member of NEFA
in 2011 at the encouragement of several current
members.
“I was invited to a committee meeting on the first
day of my first conference and quickly realized the
welcoming community that is NEFA. I was asked
to speak at a few conferences on various panels, and
my continued involvement led me to consider a role
on the board,” he said. “Based on my experience and
professional growth with NEFA, I have become very
passionate about what NEFA provides our members, our industry and its participants. When the
opportunity presented itself to me five years ago to
join the board, I was eager to accept and serve. The
ability to dig in with a great group of colleagues to
help further our organization’s mission and objectives was very compelling to me. I have enjoyed serving as Secretary and Treasurer for the last couple of
years and am excited about my new role!”

Marc Keepman
KLC Financial Inc.

Daryn Lecy
Oakmont Capital
Services, LLC

Newsline asked Keepman to reflect on his year as
President of NEFA and to share his thoughts on the
association’s top accomplishments during his term.
“In 2019, we were able to do many things that
furthered the association. The first objective was
to help onboard our new Executive Director,
Nov/Dec 2019 NEWSLINE
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Michael Toglia. This was his first year as the Executive Director
and there were many things to learn about planning the events
NEFA has throughout the year and executing on those plans.
We rebuilt our strategic plan in January at a meeting I called in
Dallas. The entire board was there, giving all the talent they have
(which is deep), as well as their time and energy. We decided
that NEFA would be a ‘center of influence in the equipment
finance industry,’ and I believe it is. We have planned to rebuild
the web site, too. This is a major undertaking and will begin to
show progress under Daryn Lecy’s very capable oversite as President and Chairman of NEFA in 2020. We began to roll out
this plan over the course of the past year and I look forward to
seeing it continue to come to fruition over the next few years.”
Keepman said serving as President of NEFA has given him a
deeper understanding of the value the organization has for its
members.
“Each company member and each individual that partakes in
the association’s activities enriches himself or herself while adding to the overall strength and reach of NEFA,” he said. “I have
learned that our members are family. Each one has distinct talents to share and reasons to be part of this group.”
Much of his time with NEFA the past six years, particularly this
past year, has been spent with the board, he added. “We have a
hard-working board. Many meetings, hundreds of emails and
phone calls have been done to keep the work of the association
moving forward. Little of this would have been accomplished
without the board. I am grateful for their service and to be part
of this wonderful group.”

Lecy also shared his thoughts on the most important association
issues he will be addressing in 2020. Tackling the development
of an enhanced NEFA website is a key item on the front burner.
“We know it is time to update and expand our NEFA website. Our website has served us well, but added functionality,
usability and searchability is a necessity,” Lecy said. “We will be
continuing a 2019 objective to create a fully searchable member directory, along with some other features that will come in
phases. Members will see a new look and added value regarding
our digital properties in 2020!”
Lecy added: “Also, continually expanding educational opportunities is essential every year, and we are expanding with a
focus on our younger demographic. We have a tremendous
bank of knowledge in the incredibly experienced and talented
membership. We want to further facilitate some knowledge
transfer from one generation to the next. NEFA is unique and
well-known for sharing information. Still, we are putting more
significant emphasis in 2020 on attracting newer industry
entrants and younger employees to our conferences so we can
increase membership among the next generation of professionals. Knowledge is power, and members will become empowered
by new ideas to foster employee and business growth.”
Passing the Baton
Keepman said the association and the board are fortunate to
have someone like Lecy as the next President and Chairman
of NEFA. The new President brings a lot of experience in the
industry, as an executive and as a well-tenured NEFA board
member.

Looking Ahead to the Future
As he takes the association’s reins from Keepman, Newsline
asked Lecy what excites him most about the opportunity to
lead the NEFA Board.

“I have all the confidence that he will continue to bring the
strategic plan to fruition and put his own stamp of influence on
the association,” he said. “I just want to wish him the best of
luck and every success!”

“NEFA members are tremendous; they are friendly, fun and
always there to help make the collective group better - that
is motivation enough for me. Furthermore, our board brings
a diverse mix of backgrounds and expertise, while each director has a similar passion and energy to help make a difference. Many of us have been together for one to two years, some
longer, and we all work very well together to achieve common goals, which has already led to some enhancements for
NEFA members. Our last board meeting before the Funding
Symposium in Atlanta helped define our priorities for 2020,
and everyone left that meeting energized to put the plans into
action. Membership and conference attendance are growing,
which provide further excitement to support why we are working to take NEFA to the next level.”

Lecy said he appreciates the opportunity to continue to serve
the membership in this new role and looks forward to working
closely with more members in the coming months.
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“I enjoy the vast network of colleagues I already have and am
excited to expand that while also helping connect individuals
new to our organization.”
National Equipment Finance Association

BUSINESS PRODUCTIVITY

Leveraging Technology to Increase Sales
Growth can be a blessing for a company equipped to handle it, or a burden for those that are
not. IDS’ Katie Emmel says having the right technology can help your business land on the
right side.
By Katie Emmel

The goal of every business is to grow. This happens
by expanding the portfolio size of your existing customers or finding net new business. As you build
your base, expansion is a byproduct of having good
relationships with your current customers. Regardless of where your growth is coming from, finding
net new customers can be achieved by arming your
sales team with the right technology to help deliver
a unique, differentiated experience when engaging
with new prospects. As you research technology
options, it is important to take the following into
consideration to help gain a competitive edge.
Delivering Powerful Pricing
The first step in securing new business is being able
to generate a pricing quote - fast. Especially for
small- and medium-ticket items, the ability to provide a timely quote is key to winning new business
ideally at the point of sale. While the ability to go
fast is critical, it is equally important to hold to the
pricing principles that ensure your target yields or
APRs can be accomplished by employing a pricing
tool. The value of a pricing tool or pricing engine
is in the ability to standardize the process by constructing a framework aligned with your business
goals.

In selecting a pricing tool, you should look for the
ability to create templates to streamline data entry
with default data, only requiring the entry of the
details specific to the deal. The tool should be flexible enough to provide pricing for all lease or loan
types and be able to solve for rental amounts, residual values, asset costs, number of payments, etc.
Having a flexible system that offers templates not
only saves time but ensures accuracy of the pricing process. Once entered into the system, a pricing quote can be calculated and documents created
in one simple process. If you need to modify the
quote, the technology should be able to support
modification of details, including deal structure,
generating a new quote.

Katie Emmel
IDS

Simplifying Origination
Once you have generated a quote and your prospect is interested in pursuing funding, the next step
is to complete the application process. One of the
challenges faced by lessors is being able to efficiently
work through the application process leading to a
financing decision. Any delay in the process can
open the door for the prospect to shop around
for other options. While potential customers will
almost always look for comparison between financ-

“Companies that take advantage of a true SaaS-based
solution have the opportunity to scale up or down as
their needs demand.”
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ing options and pricing quotes, the firm that provides a quick
and simple application process will likely have a better chance
of winning the business.
Technology can provide an advantage if all elements are integrated into the application workflow. For example, when completing credit underwriting, performing a credit check is the
first step in making a funding decision. Regardless of your risk
threshold for new customers, funding decisions require the
financing firm to understand credit worthiness. In the past,
this step was not part of a technology platform workflow, but
rather a secondary step performed though direct interaction
with the credit service bureau. Now, origination platforms are
building this into the workflow with integrations into leading credit reporting companies. This integration allows all of
the information gathered during the application process to be
passed to the credit service bureau enabling a near real-time
return of a credit score which will simplify and accelerate the
decisioning process.
Other technologies that can be integrated in the origination
workflow are functions like tax and e-signatures. You may be
providing a pre-tax calculation during the pricing phase, but
as the application moves closer to funding, the ability to pull
real-time tax information within the process workflow provides the ability to move fast without sacrificing accuracy. It is
important that this integration is web services-based, allowing
for real-time tax calculations to be applied to the contract by
pulling in all relevant variables (i.e., location, asset type, etc.).
Digital signature or e-signature is another technology integration that can speed up contract funding during the origination
workflow process. The applicant simply has to use their finger
to sign and agree to the terms instead of obtaining a paper signature, scanning the form and submitting it. With e-signature,
all of the necessary legally binging signatures can be obtained
through a click through contract or with a touch screen signature on a tablet.

Embracing the Flexibility of the Cloud
As you evaluate technology platforms, consider looking at how
technology is being delivered to you. Over the last decade,
cloud computing has become mainstream in almost every
aspect of our lives. Financial services tend to be slow to adopt
new technologies, but with the on-demand culture that we live
in, there is more pressure than ever before to provide experiences that mirror those technology interactions we have in the
consumer world. I see this as a key differentiator in the asset
and equipment finance industry.
The cloud is simply a delivery mechanism for computing capability. The advantage the cloud brings to our industry is the
ability to reduce CAPEX spending by shifting IT resources
and their management to the application provider. This Software as a Service (SaaS) model is different than purchasing an
application and having it live in a hosted environment. Cloud
computing, by its nature, is built with the ability to enable
integrations. An application being delivered as a SaaS solution
will leverage application program interfaces (APIs) and web
service calls to move data back and forth between integrated
technologies, which streamlines the overall financing process.
Companies that take advantage of a true SaaS-based solution have the opportunity to scale up or down as their needs
demand. This means you are only paying for what you use.
The underlying application and infrastructure management is
taken care of by the SaaS provider.
Looking Ahead
In evaluating technologies to help your business, it is important to look ahead. Any solution you pick should have an eye
on integrating future technologies (i.e., artificial intelligence,
robotics and blockchain). As we look to the future, these will
be the next wave of efficiencies built into the client onboarding process. With the right technology partner, in addition to
integration already discussed, you can let them worry about
building additional efficiency gains into the application while
you focus on what you do best - building your core business.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Katie Emmel is Chief Operating
Officer of IDS.
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Voyager, a suite of exclusive products and programs that offers the best
working capital experience for your customer.

MONTHLY PAY | GATEWAY TO SUCCESS TRAINING
LINE OF CREDIT | CUSTOM NICHE PROGRAMS
APP-ONLY PROGRAM | ONLINE CHECKOUT
GROWTH & PERFORMANCE BONUSES | AND MORE

To learn more contact us: 763-746-7760 • sales@channelpartnersllc.com
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YEARS, LTi Technology

Solutions, formerly LeaseTeam, Inc.,
has provided software solutions for
the equipment ﬁnance industry.
LTi’s ASPIRE platform is the preferred
solution for over 240 customers worldwide.
SINGLE SYSTEM/
SINGLE DATABASE
Provides a comprehensive
view of the entire enterprise

WEB SERVICE
ARCHITECTURE
Allows for easy
integrations

FULLY CONFIGURABLE
AND SCALABLE
Reduces the need for
customizations

FLEXIBLE
PLATFORM DESIGN
Supports an array of portfolio
and ticket sizes, business types,
and ﬁnancial products.
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